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The Belgian Draft Horse Corporation of America is awarding monetary sponsorship to events that are not 
Belgian Alliance or Belgian Corporation events/programs. These events must promote the registered 
Belgian horse, Belgian Draft Horse Corporation of America, and our membership. The Belgian Draft 
Horse Corporation of America Board of Directors will review each application and potentially award 
funds based on the application below. 

Name of Event: __________________________ 

Date of Event: ___________________________ 

Location of Event: ________________________ 

Expected # of attendees: __________________ 

 *If this has been an ongoing event, please provide # of attendees for last year* _____________ 

Event Committee: 
Name: Phone #: Email: 
   
   
   
   

 
Budget for Event: 

Item: Estimated Cost: 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Total Budget for Event: $_____________________ 

Amount requested from the Belgian Draft Horse Corporation: $__________________ 

How will this money be used for the event? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

How will the Belgian Corporation of America be recognized? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Please describe the event and the impact it will have on the registered Belgian horse and our 
membership: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Please return this application to the Belgian Draft Horse Corporation of America Secretary by April 
1, 2023. Applications will be reviewed and accepted in a case-by-case basis. The Belgian Draft Horse 
Corporation of America Board of Directors have the right to decline the application if it does not 
promote the registered Belgian horse and our membership. 

Notification will be sent to applicant in written form of acceptance or denial of the application. If 
approved, the money will be disbursed no later than two weeks after the event. It is the responsibility 
of the committee to contact Michelle Keaffaber to notify her that the event took place. 

 

Belgian Draft Horse Corporation of America 
Attn: Michelle Keaffaber 
belgian@belgiancorp.com 

PO Box 335 Wabash, IN 46992 

mailto:belgian@belgiancorp.com
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